WorkForce DS-310 and DS-360W

A new standard for
portable scanning

WorkForce DS-310 and DS-360W

Compact, versatile and fast
The DS-310 and DS-360W devices set a new standard for
portable document scanning. Delivering a clear productivity
advantage for the business person on the move – they are, by far,
the fastest portable business scanners in their class available on the
market1. Boasting USB 3.0 connectivity and a convenient 20-page
document feeder, the DS-310 and DS-360W are highly-capable
portable document scanners.
Speed meets quality
The devices put quick and easy scanning right at your fingertips. With mobile
scanning speeds benchmarked at an impressive 25ppm* – for both double and
single-sided – and image quality of up to 1200dpi in both colour and monochrome,
you’ll be ensured efficiency and versatility from start to finish.

A new standard for portable scanning
Incredibly portable, with the smallest footprint in its class, the DS-310 weighs in at
a little over 1kg – so it’s small and lightweight enough for you to take with you while
travelling, yet powerful enough to manage a wide range of documents quickly and
effectively when on the move.

Cables not required
The DS-360W is built to last in every sense, packed with enough power for
even the most demanding business traveller. Not only do its USB 3.0 connections
allow you to power up on the go, it also offers a long-lasting battery life and wireless
connectivity for a truly cable-free, portable scanning experience.

* at 300dpi

Highly versatile for effortless scanning

Compact devices

The devices’ multifunctional scanning capabilities and built-in
20-page Automatic Document Feeder provide the versatile
scanning functions that businesses need to stay competitive.
The scanners are capable of taking on a wide range of media:
from envelopes and receipts, to business/ID cards and paper
as thick as 230gsm, or as thin as 52gsm, even scanning
double sided in a single pass.

The scanners’ ultra-slim, compact and lightweight design is
ideal for carrying in a bag or placing in a drawer; maximising
your productivity on the go and making it the ideal business
travel essential.

Convenient and secure scanning
Businesses of various types will appreciate the
DS-310’s and DS-360W’s convenient document
processing capabilities.
Thanks to its fast, flexible, and powerful file
converter, it can convert any document type to
searchable Microsoft Office formats, allowing
organisations to streamline their internal and
external document processes.
Therefore, even when you’re out of the office,
documents can be scanned securely and
distributed to the right person in real time.

Scan efficiently on demand
Auto Scan mode starts a new scanning job as soon as a piece of paper is inserted into the device.
This speeds up your rate of document capture ensuring no loss in productivity.

Digitise your documents wherever you are
Increase productivity while on the move using Epson’s intuitive DocumentScan App, allowing you full
control of your scanner directly from your smart phone. And with all of the advanced image processing
options on offer, you’ll achieve consistently uncompromised results in seconds.

Scan and sync specialist media direct to your phone
A dedicated plastic card slot lets you scan identification cards, driving licences and more. Specialist types
of smaller, thicker media can also be captured on the move and synced directly to your smartphone, tablet
or computer for easy storage and management.

DS-310

DS-360W
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1.1kg
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Inbuilt battery
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ADF

20 page

20 page

Card slot
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USB 3.0

ü
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Duplex (single pass)

ü
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Paper weight range

52-230gsm

52-230gsm
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Fastest in its class of mobile scanning at 25ppm
1 - Compared to Personal Mobile Scanners as defined by Infosource for EMEA region and based on competitors websites sales data to June 2016.
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